Axon is building the public safety operating system of the future by integrating a suite of hardware devices and cloud software solutions that lead modern policing. Axon's suite includes TASER energy devices, body-worn cameras, in-car cameras, cloud-hosted digital evidence management solutions, productivity software and real-time operations capabilities.

Axon's growing global customer base includes first responders across international, federal, state and local law enforcement, fire, corrections and emergency medical services, as well as the justice sector, commercial enterprises and consumers.
**6 November 2023**

**LOCATION: AMBER 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker/Company</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 16.00 - 16.45 | India: Emerging Defence Manufacturing and Export Hub                                               | His Excellency Nagesh Singh  
From: Indian Embassy | India |

**7 November 2023**

**LOCATION: AMBER 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker/Company</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10.00 - 10.45 | Ground-Based Air Defence System IRIS-T                                                            | Mr. Sascha Straub  
Company: Diehl Defence | Germany |
| 11.00 - 11.45 | Asia Defence Market Briefing: Asia Pacific Market in Global Context                              | Mr. Paul Burton - Managing Director  
Company: Aviation Week Network | Singapore |
| 13.00 - 13.45 | Information Superiority - The Ultimate Force multiplier in Modern Warfare                       | Mr. Kah Kin Ho - Head of Cyber Security ASPERIQ  
Company: ASPERIQ | Switzerland |
| 14.00 - 14.45 | How to counter UAV and US in a naval environment                                                  | Mr. Marco STRIKER - Marketing Manager, Naval Systems- Managing Director  
Company: Thales | France |
| 15.00 - 15.45 | Future Military Technology: GM400 alpha - Taking Air Surveillance to the next level             | Mr. Kenny BAXTER - Asia Regional Sales Director, Defence Air Systems  
Company: Thales | France |
| 16.00 - 16.45 | 1.APV & ECS for Helicopters Engines for Unmanned Application  
2. Turbine        | Mr. Ravi Hazarika- Sales Director  
Company: PBS India | India |

**9 November 2023**

**LOCATION: AMBER 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker/Company</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10.00 - 10.45 | Link in Defence Industry Value Chain” within ASEAN and Global partners                       | Col. Jirasak Jewmaidang - Deputy Director- General of Defence Technology Institute (Technology and Academic Services Group)  
From : Defence Technology Institute | Thailand |
| 11.00 - 11.45 | Domestic Development of EOD Robot                                                                    | Capt. Thanasit Suasan (Ph.D.) - Senior Researcher / Mr. Vissanu Mungkung - Expert in Defence Technology Analysis  
From : Defence Technology Institute | Thailand |
| 13.00 - 13.45 | Role and Responsibility of DTI to promote and support UAS Ecosystem in Thailand                  | Sqn.Ldr. Pratchaya Uabuan - UAV Pilot  
From : Defence Technology Institute | Thailand |
| 14.00 - 14.45 | Military Simulation and Training in DTI: What we have done and how to drive the Defence Training Simulators and Applications | GP. Capt. Chamnan Kumsap (Ph.D) - Director of Knowledge and Publication Management Department  
From : Defence Technology Institute | Thailand |

Axon is building the public safety operating system of the future by integrating a suite of hardware devices and cloud software solutions that lead modern policing. Axon’s suite includes TASER energy devices, body-worn cameras, in-car cameras, cloud-hosted digital evidence management solutions, productivity software and real-time operations capabilities. Axon’s growing global customer base includes first responders across international, federal, state and local law enforcement, fire, corrections and emergency medical services, as well as the justice sector, commercial enterprises and consumers.
**PROGRAMME OF DEMONSTRATIONS**

**“DJI-Enterprise (DJI Docks and Matrice 350 RTK) by SYSTRONICS”**
The DJI Dock was built for round-the-clock and repeatable drone flights to operate 24/7, day or night, rain or shine. Each DJI Dock houses a Matrice 30 where it lands, recharges, takes off, and executes missions programmed in DJI FlightHub 2.

**“MADOSA (Maritime Domain Awareness System) by DEFENSE LAB”**
The Advanced Machine Learning Behavior Analysis, alongside three additional powerhouse defense systems: War Simulation, Command and Control, and Mobile Surveillance in partnership with Panasonic.

**“Operator XR (Enhancing Human Performance) by SOLEX OPTICS”**
Operator XR specializes in providing uniquely integrated, secure, and highly immersive virtual reality police training and military simulation systems that enhance human performance in high-risk situations. More than a leading-edge technology company, our deep expertise in advanced VR simulation platforms is backed by years of first-hand front-line military and policing experience.

**“Unmanned Systems Vessel (USV) by FTEC”**
Vessel 3.5M Mini RHIB
Propulsion system: 30HP Outboard Engine
Control Box Set: Rugged Computer System
10 - 13 November 2025
IMPACT, Muang Thong Thani, THAILAND
Tri-Service Asian Defense & Security Exhibition, Conference and Networking Event

Event sponsors:

Admission rules / ข้อกำหนดการเข้าชมงาน
Open to Government Defence & Security Personnel, Defence & Security Industry Professionals & Executives, Military, Police, related Forces & other specially invited guests only. / บุคคลที่มีสิทธิ์เข้าชมงาน คือ ข้าราชการทหาร ตำรวจ และผู้ที่มีสิทธิ์ได้รับการเชิญเช่นเดียวกับผู้เชิญ โดยเฉพาะที่มีสิทธิ์พิเศษ ทั้งนี้ ผู้เข้าชมงานทั่วไปจะไม่ได้รับสิทธิ์เข้าชมงาน • Minors aged 18 years and under will not be allowed entry. / ผู้เข้าชมงานจะมีอายุไม่น้อยกว่า 18 ปีเป็นต้นไป • Please be aware that the Organiser reserves the right not to permit entry to any individual organisation or group at their discretion / ผู้จัดงานมีสิทธิ์จะมิได้รับอนุญาตให้เข้าชมงานในกรณีใด ๆ ที่เหมาะสมตามผลพิจารณาของผู้จัดงาน.